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George S. Long, Timber Statesman
"Fire in California's Ecosystems provides a rigorous synthesis and review of the role
of fire in California's tremendously variable natural environments. The authors have
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made a substantial contribution to the fields of fire ecology, natural history, and land
stewardship. With this volume, California again shines as a model for other states and
regions."—Dr. J. Morgan Varner, Humboldt State University "Fire in California's
Ecosystems proficiently explains the complex nature of the effects of wildfire,
wildfire suppression, and fuels treatments on our state's diverse fauna and flora. This
book is a useful tool for biologists seeking to develop effective management
measures to maintain fire-dependent ecosystems or to conduct further
research."—Monica Bond, Wildlife Biologist, Center for Biological Diversity

Fire and Civilization
"Seismic City argues that the disaster of 1906 must be understood as part of the
ordinary relationship between the city and its natural surroundings. Despite its shortterm drama and immediate impact on people's lives, the 1906 earthquake and fire did
not transform the history of San Francisco. Instead, San Franciscans rapidly
incorporated the crisis into pre-existing debates about urban ecology, urban
development, and social relations in the city. In the modern era, Americans have
generally viewed 'natural' disasters as anomalous, exceptional events. Interpreting
disasters as unpredictable 'acts of nature' that represent a disruption of ordinary life
has justified a failure to adequately plan for disasters and concealed the ways in
which social factors such as poverty play as much of a role in causing disasters as
the geological or meteorological events that precipitate crises. By applying these
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insights to a close study of San Francisco's 1906 earthquake, including the decades
leading up to the disaster and the city's recovery in the years after 1906, this project
demonstrates how disaster and recovery became integrated into San Francisco's
history, rather than transforming the city, and makes an important contribution to the
interdisciplinary field of natural disaster studies"--Provided by publisher.

Fire in California's Ecosystems
World Fire is the story of how fire and humans have coevolved. The two are
inseparable, and together they have repeatedly remade the planet.

Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmares
From a fire policy of prevention at all costs to today's restored burning, Between
Two Fires is America's history channeled through the story of wildland fire
management. Stephen J. Pyne tells of a fire revolution that began in the 1960s as a
reaction to simple suppression and single-agency hegemony, and then matured into
more enlightened programs of fire management. It describes the counterrevolution of
the 1980s that stalled the movement, the revival of reform after 1994, and the fire
scene that has evolved since then. Pyne is uniquely qualified to tell America’s fire
story. The author of more than a score of books, he has told fire’s history in the
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United States, Australia, Canada, Europe, and the Earth overall. In his earlier life, he
spent fifteen seasons with the North Rim Longshots at Grand Canyon National Park.
In Between Two Fires, Pyne recounts how, after the Great Fires of 1910, a policy of
fire suppression spread from America’s founding corps of foresters into a national
policy that manifested itself as a costly all-out war on fire. After fifty years of
attempted fire suppression, a revolution in thinking led to a more pluralistic strategy
for fire’s restoration. The revolution succeeded in displacing suppression as a sole
strategy, but it has failed to fully integrate fire and land management and has fallen
short of its goals. Today, the nation’s backcountry and increasingly its exurban
fringe are threatened by larger and more damaging burns, fire agencies are
scrambling for funds, firefighters continue to die, and the country seems unable to
come to grips with the fundamentals behind a rising tide of megafires. Pyne has once
again constructed a history of record that will shape our next century of fire
management. Between Two Fires is a story of ideas, institutions, and fires. It’s
America’s story told through the nation’s flames.

Wilderburbs
The structure of most virgin forests in the western United States reflects a past
disturbance history that includes forest fire. James K. Agee, an expert in the
emergent field of fire ecology, analyzes the ecological role of fire in the creation and
maintenance of natural western forests, focusing primarily on forest stand
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development patterns. His discussion of the natural fire environment and the
environmental effects of fire is applicable to a wide range of temperate forests.

The Lost Wolves of Japan
Since the 1950s, the housing developments in the West that historian Lincoln
Bramwell calls wilderburbs have offered residents both the pleasures of living in
nature and the creature comforts of the suburbs. Remote from cities but still within
commuting distance, nestled next to lakes and rivers or in forests and deserts, and
often featuring spectacular views of public lands, wilderburbs celebrate the natural
beauty of the American West and pose a vital threat to it. Wilderburbs tells the story
of how roads and houses and water development have transformed the rural
landscape in the West. Bramwell introduces readers to developers, homeowners, and
government regulators, all of whom have faced unexpected environmental problems
in designing and building wilderburb communities, including unpredictable water
supplies, threats from wildfires, and encounters with wildlife. By looking at
wilderburbs in the West, especially those in Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico,
Bramwell uncovers the profound environmental consequences of Americans desire
to live in the wilderness.

Relief of Certain Claimants who Sufferd Loss by Fire in Minnesota During
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October, 1918, Hearing , on S.2667 , Dec 21, 1932
"America's Fires reviews the historical context of our fire issues and policies that can
inform the current and future debate. The forecast makes it imperative that the
nation review its policies toward wildland fires and find ways to live with them more
intelligently"--Provided by publisher.

To the Last Smoke
Frederick King Weyerhaeuser, eldest male of the Weyerhaeuser lumbering family's
third generation, may not have matched his grandfather Frederick in fame or power,
but among the progeny none was more widely known and respected -- and, within the
family, loved -- than he was. How his talents and dedication helped make the
Weyerhaeuser name synonymous with the lumbering industry and the clan one of the
closest knit in the country is the book's focus.

Program of the Annual Meeting of the American Historical Association
The diverse disciplines of history, anthropology, archaeology, psychology, and
literature come together in an exploration of humankind's use of, and obsession with,
fire. Science Bk Club Main.
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F.K. Weyerhaeuser
"The fate of humanity, like the fate of the earth, is tied to the fires that have made
the world as we know it the fires whose history is told as well in this book as it has
ever been told before. If one wants to understand just how completely the story of
the human past is also the story of fire on earth, there is no better place to start than
this small book." William Cronon Here, in one concise book, is the essential story of
fire. Noted environmental historian Stephen J. Pyne describes the evolution of fire
through prehistoric and historic times down to the present, examining contemporary
attitudes from a long-range, informed perspective. Fire: A Brief History surveys the
principles behind aboriginal and agricultural fire practices, the characteristics of
urban fire, and the relationship between controlled combustion and technology. Pyne
describes how fire s role in cities, suburbs, exurbs, and wildlands has been shaped
by an industrialized, urban way of thinking. Fire: A Brief History will be of value to
readers interested in the environment from the standpoint of anthropology,
geography, forestry, science and technology, history, or the humanities.

Fire
Learning Lessons from China's Forest Rehabilitation Efforts
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Raging wildfires have devastated vast areas of California and Australia in recent
years, and predictions are that we will see more of the same in coming years as a
result of climate change. But this is nothing new. Since the dawn of life on land, largescale fires have played their part in shaping life on Earth. Andrew C. Scott tells the
whole story of fire's impact on our planet's atmosphere, climate, vegetation, ecology,
and the evolution of plant and animal life. It has caused mass extinctions, and it has
propelled the spread of flowering plants. The exciting evidence we can now draw on
has been preserved in fossilized charcoal, found in rocks hundreds of millions of
years old, from all over the world. These reveal incredibly fine details of prehistoric
plants, and tell us about climates from deep in earth's history. They also give us
insight into how early hominids and humans tamed fire and used it. Looking at the
impact of wildfires in our own time, Scott also looks forward to how we might better
manage them in future, as climate change has an increasing effect on our world.

America's Fires
Winner of the 2008 Washington State Book Award for History/Biography In
traditional scholarship, Native Americans have been conspicuously absent from urban
history. Indians appear at the time of contact, are involved in fighting or treaties, and
then seem to vanish, usually onto reservations. In Native Seattle, Coll Thrush
explodes the commonly accepted notion that Indians and cities-and thus Indian and
urban histories-are mutually exclusive, that Indians and cities cannot coexist, and
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that one must necessarily be eclipsed by the other. Native people and places played a
vital part in the founding of Seattle and in what the city is today, just as urban
changes transformed what it meant to be Native. On the urban indigenous frontier of
the 1850s, 1860s, and 1870s, Indians were central to town life. Native Americans
literally made Seattle possible through their labor and their participation, even as
they were made scapegoats for urban disorder. As late as 1880, Seattle was still
very much a Native place. Between the 1880s and the 1930s, however, Seattle's
urban and Indian histories were transformed as the town turned into a metropolis.
Massive changes in the urban environment dramatically affected indigenous people's
abilities to survive in traditional places. The movement of Native people and their
material culture to Seattle from all across the region inspired new identities both for
the migrants and for the city itself. As boosters, historians, and pioneers tried to
explain Seattle's historical trajectory, they told stories about Indians: as hostile
enemies, as exotic Others, and as noble symbols of a vanished wilderness. But by the
beginning of World War II, a new multitribal urban Native community had begun to
take shape in Seattle, even as it was overshadowed by the city's appropriation of
Indian images to understand and sell itself. After World War II, more changes in the
city, combined with the agency of Native people, led to a new visibility and authority
for Indians in Seattle. The descendants of Seattle's indigenous peoples capitalized on
broader historical revisionism to claim new authority over urban places and
narratives. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, Native people have returned
to the center of civic life, not as contrived symbols of a whitewashed past but on
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their own terms. In Seattle, the strands of urban and Indian history have always been
intertwined. Including an atlas of indigenous Seattle created with linguist Nile
Thompson, Native Seattle is a new kind of urban Indian history, a book with
implications that reach far beyond the region. Replaced by ISBN 9780295741345

Fire Ecology of Pacific Northwest Forests
Some programs include also the programs of societies meeting concurrently with the
association.

Fire on Earth
A biography, based largely on primary sources, of George S. Long (1853-1930), the
manager of the 900,000 acres of western Washington timberland purchased by
Weyerhauser from the Northern Pacific Railway in 1900. Under his aegis, the
Washington Forest Fire Association came into being, followed by the Western
Forestry and Conservation Association. An

World Fire
For over 400 million years, fire has been an integral force on our planet. It can be as
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innocent as a bonfire or as destructive and lethal as a wildfire. Human history is rife
with fires that have leveled cities—the Fire of Moscow in 1812 that destroyed seventyfive percent of the city, the Great Chicago Fire in 1871 that took down 17,000
buildings, and the fire that obliterated San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake are
just a few. Fire is a force of nature that can consume everything in its wake, and yet
it also has tremendous powers of cleansing and renewal. At the end of the day, we
can’t live without it. In Fire, Stephen J. Pyne offers a concise history of fire and its
use by humanity, explaining how fire has been at the core of hunting, foraging,
farming, herding, urbanizing, and managing nature reserves. He depicts how it gave
humans power in ancient times, which resulted in humanity beginning to reshape the
world for its own benefit. He describes how fire was used by aboriginal societies and
the ways agricultural societies added control over fuel, but warns that our mastery of
the science and art of fire has not given us complete control—fire disasters throughout
history have defined cultures, and unexpected fires that begin as the result of other
disasters have shocking effects. Pyne traces fire’s influence on landscapes, art,
science, and even climate, exploring the power a simple spark has over our
imaginations. Lavishly illustrated with a host of rare and unexpected images, Fire is a
sizzling and accessible tale of our relationship with this primal natural force.

Frederick Weyerhaeuser and the American West
Pyne traces the impact of fire in Australia, from its influence on vegetation to its use
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by Aborigines and European settlers. Mr. Pyne, showing what a historian deeply
schooled in environmental science can contribute to our awareness of nature and
culture, has produced a provocative work that is a major contribution to the literature
of environmental studies.
New York Times Book Review

Living with Fire
To English poets and writers of the seventeenth century, as to their predecessors,
mountains were ugly protuberances which disfigured nature and threatened the
symmetry of earth; they were symbols God’s wrath. Yet, less than two centuries
later the romantic poets sang in praise of mountain splendor, of glorious heights that
stirred their souls to divine ecstasy. In this very readable and fascinating study,
Marjorie Hope Nicolson considers the intellectual renaissance at the close of the
seventeenth century that caused the shift from mountain gloom to mountain glory.
She examines various writers from the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth
centuries and traces both the causes and the process of this drastic change in
perception.

Seismic City
The wildfires that spread across Southern California in the fall of 2003 were
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devastating in their scale-twenty-two deaths, thousands of homes destroyed and
many more threatened, hundreds of thousands of acres burned. What had gone
wrong? And why, after years of discussion of fire policy, are some of America's most
spectacular conflagrations arising now, and often not in a remote wilderness but close
to large settlements? That is the opening to a brilliant discussion of the politics of fire
by one of the country's most knowledgeable writers on the subject, Stephen J. Pyne.
Once a fire fighter himself (for fifteen seasons, on the North Rim of the Grand
Canyon) and now a professor at Arizona State University, Pyne gives us for the first
time a book-length discussion of fire policy, of how we have come to this pass, and
where we might go from here. Tending Fire provides a remarkably broad, sometimes
startling context for understanding fire. Pyne traces the "ancient alliance" between
fire and humanity, delves into the role of European expansion and the creation of fireprone public lands, and then explores the effects wrought by changing policies of
"letting burn" and suppression. How, the author asks, can we better protect ourselves
against the fires we don't want, and better promote those we do? Pyne calls for
important reforms in wildfire management and makes a convincing plea for a more
imaginative conception of fire, though always grounded in a vivid sense of fire's
reality. "Amid the shouting and roar, a central fact remains," he writes. "Fire isn't
listening. It doesn't feel our pain. It doesn't care-really, really doesn't care. It
understands a language of wind, drought, woods, grass, brush, and terrain, and it will
ignore anything stated otherwise." Rich in insight, wide-ranging in its subject, and
clear-eyed in its proposals, Tending Fire is for anyone fascinated by fire, fire policy,
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or human culture.

Fire in America
"FrighteningFirestorm comes alive when Struzik discusses the work of offbeat
scientists." --New York Times Book Review "Comprehensive and compelling."
--Booklist "A powerful message." --Kirkus "Should be required reading." --Library
Journal In the spring of 2016, the world watched as wildfire ravaged the Canadian
town of Fort McMurray. Firefighters named the fire "the Beast." It seemed to be alive
with destructive energy, and they hoped never to see anything like it again. Yet it's
not a stretch to imagine we will all soon live in a world in which fires like the Beast
are commonplace. In Firestorm, Edward Struzik confronts this new reality, offering a
deftly woven tale of science, economics, politics, and human determination. It's
possible for us to flourish in the coming age of megafires--but it will take a radical
new approach that requires acknowledging that fires are no longer avoidable. Living
with fire also means, Struzik reveals, that we must better understand how the
surprising, far-reaching impacts of these massive fires will linger long after the
smoke eventually clears.

Fire
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Forest Policy for Private Forestry
Across the inland West, forests that once seemed like paradise have turned into an
ecological nightmare. Fires, insect epidemics, and disease now threaten millions of
acres of once-bountiful forests. Yet no one can agree what went wrong. Was it too
much management or not enough that forced the forests of the inland West to the
verge of collapse? Is the solution more logging, or no logging at all? In this gripping
work of scientific and historical detection, Nancy Langston unravels the disturbing
history of what went wrong with the western forests, despite the best intentions of
those involved. Focusing on the Blue Mountains of northeastern Oregon and
southeastern Washington, she explores how the complex landscapes that so
impressed settlers in the nineteenth century became an ecological disaster in the late
twentieth. Federal foresters, intent on using their scientific training to stop
exploitation and waste, suppressed light fires in the ponderosa pinelands. Hoping to
save the forests, they could not foresee that their policies would instead destroy
what they loved. When light fires were kept out, a series of ecological changes
began. Firs grew thickly in forests once dominated by ponderosa pines, and when
droughts hit, those firs succumbed to insects, diseases, and eventually catastrophic
fires. Nancy Langston combines remarkable skills as both scientist and writer of
history to tell this story. Her ability to understand and bring to life the complex
biological processes of the forest is matched by her grasp of the human forces at
work from Indians, white settlers, missionaries, fur trappers, cattle ranchers, sheep
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herders, and railroad builders to timber industry and federal forestry managers. The
book will be of interest to a wide audience of environmentalists, historians,
ecologists, foresters, ranchers, and loggers and all people who want to understand
the changing lands of the West.

Introduction to Water in California
Reprints selected, lightly edited, essays from the 9 regional volumes of the series
that speak with special power for each region, plus one new essay on the 2017-18
fire season in California.

Burning Planet
From prehistory to the present-day conservation movement, Pyne explores the
efforts of successive American cultures to master wildfire and to use it to shape the
landscape.

Relief of Certain Claimants who Suffered Loss by Fire in Minnesota
During October, 1918
Pyne argues that fire was pivotal throughout the long process of creating Europe as
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we know it today. Whether he is discussing the Mediterranean region, Russia,
Scandinavia, the British Isles, central Europe, or colonized islands; whether he is
considering the impact of agriculture, forestry, or Enlightenment thinking, the author
brings an unmatched insight to his subject.

Between Two Fires
Mountain Gloom and Mountain Glory
Early morning on Monday, October 9, 2017, wildfires burned through Northern
California, resulting in 44 fatalities. In addition, 6,200 homes and 8,900 structures
and were destroyed. Author Brian Fies's firsthand account of this tragic event is an
honest, unflinching depiction of his personal experiences, including losing his house
and every possession he and his wife had that didn't fit into the back of their car. In
the days that followed, as the fires continued to burn through the area, Brian hastily
pulled together A Fire Story and posted it online--and it immediately went viral. He
expanded his original web comic to include environmental insight and the fire stories
of his neighbors and others in his community. This paperback version includes 32
new pages that bring the story up-to-date. A Fire Story is a candid testimony of the
wildfires that left homes destroyed, families broken, and a community determined to
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rebuild.

Hail of Fire
This book covers the fundamental physics and chemistry of fire, fire behavior,
wildland fuels, the interactions of fires and weather, ecological effects of fires, the
cultural and institutional framework of fire management, planning efforts for fire
management, suppression strategies, prescribed fires, and global fire management.
Copyright
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.

A Fire Story (Updated and Expanded Edition)
Vestal Fire
Burning Bush
Annotation. There is currently great concern about the sustainability of forestry and
the contribution of private forestry towards this aim. The need to better understand
the impact of different policy choices on private forestry has never been more
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important. This book includes a selection of peer-reviewed papers from a conference
held in Atlanta in March 2001.

It Happened in Arizona
The Ice is a compilation of more about ice than you knew you wanted to know, yet
sheer compelling significance holds attention page by page. . . . Pyne conveys a view
of Antarctica that interweaves physical science with humanistic inquiry and
perception. His audacity as well as his presentation warrant admiration, for the
implications of The Ice are vast.
New York Times Book Review

The Ice
Every year people watch in shock as homes are destroyed and communities
devastated by natural disasters. As the media arrives, the information that is
reported is mainly statistical. The horror of living through and recovering from the
experience is rarely told because almost no one has the emotional strength to speak
out while the smoke is still in the air or the floodwaters are still receding. The stories
of a disaster’s most important effects—which unfold slowly and invisibly for months
and sometimes years—are never told. That is, until now. Hail of Fire: A Man and His
Family Face Natural Disaster is an intimate account of the third worst wild fire in
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U.S. history, and the worst in the history of Texas. It is a memoir about what
happened to Randy Fritz, an artist turned politician turned public policy leader, and
his family during and after, combining a searing account of the fire as it grew to
apocalyptic strength with universal themes of loss, grief, and the rebuilding of one’s
life after a calamitous event. The wildfire itself was traumatic to those who
witnessed it and suffered its immediate aftermath. But the most significant impact
came in the months and years following, as families grieved, struggled to adapt to a
their new world, and accepted the destruction of an iconic forest of internationally
acclaimed great natural beauty—the Lost Pines. Neighbors once close worried about
or could not find one another, while others discovered new friendships that
transcended the boundaries of race, class, and family lineage. Fritz, a man who
previously held the highest elective office in his local community, struggled as his
wife, Holly, and their youngest daughter, Miranda, tried to make sense of their
losses. He never imagined the impact this disaster would have on them individually
and as a family, as well as the emotional toll he would pay and the journey to make
sense of it all. While natural disasters seem increasingly common, deeply personal
and redemptive accounts of them are less so. Hail of Fire is an unflinching story of
how a man and his tight-knit family found grace after a wildfire took everything.
Fritz’s hard-won insights provide inspiration to anyone with a quest to figure out
what truly matters, particularly those who have undergone an unexpected and lifechanging event and those who love and care for them.
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Firestorm
Fire, both inevitable and ubiquitous, plays a crucial role in North American
ecosystems. But as necessary as fire is to maintaining healthy ecosystems, it
threatens human lives and livelihoods in unacceptable ways. This volume explores
the rich yet largely uncharted terrain at the intersection of fire policy, fire science,
and fire management in order to find better ways of addressing this pressing
dilemma. Written in clear language, it will help scientists, policy makers, and the
general public, especially residents of fire-prone areas, better understand where we
are today in regard to coping with wildfires, how we got here, and where we need to
go. Drawing on abundant historical and analytic information to shed new light on
current controversies, Living with Fire offers a dynamic new paradigm for coping
with fire that recognizes its critical environmental role. The book also tells how we
can rebuild the important ecological and political processes that are necessary for
finding better ways to cope with fire and with other complex policy dilemmas.

Choice
Publisher Description

Introduction to Wildland Fire
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In this important new collection of essays on the region, Stephen J. Pyne colorfully
explores the ways the region has approached fire management. Florida has long
resisted national models of fire suppression in favor of prescribed burning, for which
it has ideal environmental conditions and a robust culture. Out of this heritage the fire
community has created institutions to match. The Tallahassee region became the
ignition point for the national fire revolution of the 1960s. Today, it remains the
Silicon Valley of prescription burning. How and why this happened is the topic of a
fire reconnaissance that begins in the panhandle and follows Floridian fire south to
the Everglades.

Tending Fire
Considers (72) S. 2667.

Report on Forestry
It Happened in Arizona features thirty-six episodes from Arizona's history—from the
thirteenth-century creation of the Hohokam's irrigation canals to the incredible
building of the Hoover Dam in the twentieth century. From explorations of the Grand
Canyon to a stagecoach robbery, these episodes paint a lively portrait of the state.
This revised edition includes two new chapters, a locator map, an updated design,
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and new/updated facts and figures.

Florida
Earth is the only planet known to have fire. The reason is both simple and profound:
fire exists because Earth is the only planet to possess life as we know it. Fire is an
expression of life on Earth and an index of life’s history. Few processes are as
integral, unique, or ancient. Fire on Earth puts fire in its rightful place as an integral
part of the study of geology, biology, human history, physics, and global chemistry.
Fire is ubiquitous in various forms throughout Earth, and belongs as part of formal
inquiries about our world. In recent years fire literature has multiplied exponentially;
dedicated journals exist and half a dozen international conferences are held annually.
A host of formal sciences, or programs announcing interdisciplinary intentions, are
willing to consider fire. Wildfire also appears routinely in media reporting. This fullcolour text, containing over 250 illustrations of fire in all contexts, is designed to
provide a synthesis of contemporary thinking; bringing together the most powerful
concepts and disciplinary voices to examine, in an international setting, why
planetary fire exists, how it works, and why it looks the way it does today. Students,
lecturers, researchers and professionals interested in the physical, ecological and
historical characteristics of fire will find this book, and accompanying web-based
material, essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate courses in all related
disciplines, for general interest and for providing an interdisciplinary foundation for
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further study. A comprehensive approach to the history, behaviour and ecological
effects of fire on earth Timely introduction to this important subject, with relevance
for global climate change, biodiversity loss and the evolution of human culture.
Provides a foundation for the interdisciplinary field of Fire Research Authored by an
international team of leading experts in the field Associated website provides
additional resources

Native Seattle
Many Japanese once revered the wolf as Oguchi no Magami, or Large-Mouthed Pure
God, but as Japan began its modern transformation wolves lost their otherworldly
status and became noxious animals that needed to be killed. By 1905 they had
disappeared from the country. In this spirited and absorbing narrative, Brett Walker
takes a deep look at the scientific, cultural, and environmental dimensions of wolf
extinction in Japan and tracks changing attitudes toward nature through Japan's long
history. Grain farmers once worshiped wolves at shrines and left food offerings near
their dens, beseeching the elusive canine to protect their crops from the sharp
hooves and voracious appetites of wild boars and deer. Talismans and charms
adorned with images of wolves protected against fire, disease, and other calamities
and brought fertility to agrarian communities and to couples hoping to have children.
The Ainu people believed that they were born from the union of a wolflike creature
and a goddess. In the eighteenth century, wolves were seen as rabid man-killers in
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many parts of Japan. Highly ritualized wolf hunts were instigated to cleanse the
landscape of what many considered as demons. By the nineteenth century, however,
the destruction of wolves had become decidedly unceremonious, as seen on the
island of Hokkaido. Through poisoning, hired hunters, and a bounty system, one of
the archipelago's largest carnivores was systematically erased. The story of wolf
extinction exposes the underside of Japan's modernization. Certain wolf scientists
still camp out in Japan to listen for any trace of the elusive canines. The quiet they
experience reminds us of the profound silence that awaits all humanity when, as the
Japanese priest Kenko taught almost seven centuries ago, we "look on fellow sentient
creatures without feeling compassion."
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